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HIKE OR STRIKE!
''Fare'~

demands not met by city as gas surcharge expires;
UTCC to- announce strike date at November 25 Rally
a time.when the cost of
they intend to strike, potentially causing the city
living has skyrocketed,
millions of dollars in loss · and maintenance costs
of revenue.
have increased substan- .
The demand comes at tially. Meanwhile what
little relief the $1 surcharge provided has been
stripped as the surcharge
went down to $0.50 and
then eliminated entirely.
Cabdriver income
now averages $5.77, an
hour, well below minimum wage, while the
average shift is 12 hours
and 20 minutes. To add
insult to injury, the recent
volatility in gas prices
has once again ignited
UTCC Steering Committee Members Vait Miftari, Ron Florence, ·frustration with a 50-

Cabdrivers have been
left with few options after
giving the city rriore than
a month to come to the
negotiating table: Now

Peter Enger, and Fayez Khozindar speak to CLTV, ABC, & SunTimes reporters in front of the Mayor's Office
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tors impa~ting cab~ river earnings every two

CONT ON PAGE 4

years. Fa~es shoul,dthen beadjt;tsted toreflect findings·wi~~ the goal of e!'~urlng cabdriverscan :e~rn a !iving -wage·l)y year 2016.

UTCC launches ·
me-mbership drive

The United Taxidrivers Community Council
started its membership
drive on September 22,
2008 and is proud to an-

.

+ 16% Fare lncr~ase effectiveJanuary lst, 2009
-+' Freeze of the lease rate caps & enforcement
.of lawful leasing practices
_·
+ Restoration of Meter & Half rates-to Skokie,
Burbank & Elk GroveVill~ge ·
+ _Moratorium on issuing of new medallions

nounce our first member,
Farah Musse Mohamud
who came to our table
at Baba Palace to pay
his dues and receive his
membership card. (See
photo)
Since that day, we have
had an amazing response
from you drivers, with
many community leaders joining our memberCONT. ON PAGE 4
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To my fellow
African
Drivers
By Paul Archibong

~
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As the first UTCC member, Farah Musse Mohamud proudly
holds up his UTCC t-shirt, application and membership card
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Good day, my
fellow cab drivers.
Many times. we've all talked about
having representation for us cab drivers. This is it!
UTCC is the voice for cab drivers, formed by cab drivers to represent us. As we all know, without
representation, we're nothing.
I starte<;l driving a cab 23 years
~
I

CONT. ON PAGE 7
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Common Sense Corner

Join UTCC and support the strike: Its common sense!
By Fayez Khozindar, the "Commo" Sense Man"

,

When we went to Mr. Allen, the chairman of
I do?" These things need to be taken care of, and
the Transportation Committee at City Hall to lobby if you cannot deal with it, you need to join UTCC
for the fare increase, he told us, to my best recollec- and be represented. You have to be stronger and
tion: "Listen. When you need something from City you cannot do it unless you joiil this organization to
Hall, I see five or six drivers in the hearing room. I represent you and to help you and to solve all these
want to see it packed with drivers. I want you to be problems in the long term.
There was neglect in our fifty years in the taxi
organized." And since then, we have worked hard
to organize our drivers.
industry and we have to do something about these
At the hearing, we packed the room successissues, especially the abuses committed by the aufully bringing in 70-75 drivers. Since then, as
tho~ties. We have to reform the industry. We will
before, we have worked hard to establish and build hold a press conference in front of Mayor Daley's
this organization, the United Taxidrivers Comoffice and present him with the over 400 signatures
of the drivers who want a 16% fare increase. In all
munity Council, which is an umbrella organization representing drivers from all nationalities and
the media coverage, you can see the United Taxidbackgrounds and
rivers Community
we are hoping it
Council participate
"You have to belong! You have to build in all these events
will include all the
drivers eventually.
this organization because it's yours. And and initiate all these
We are workactions to protect
don't
say,
"I
have
nothing
to
with
it
and
I
ing hard to do this
the drivers and
and the drivers
don't need it and I don't care." You do! work for their bencome to us and
efit. Therefore, we
You
care
because
this
is
your
life
and
your
say, "What about
urge all the drivers
this? What about
job. It's ·common sense to join UTCC!" to join.
that?" We tell ·
There will
them, all these
be actions to join
problems will be solved one at a time, two at a
at O'Hare, Midway, and downtown restaurants, so
please join. It's your opportunity to be represented
time, three at a time, but we cannot do it alone.
You have to belong. You have to build this orga- · and it's time! UTCC will protect the rights of the
nization because it's yours. And don't say, "I have
drivers and participate in other community events
such as the previous Olympics Rally. Now, we-are
nothing to with it and I don't need it and I don't
care." You do! You care because this is your life
teaming up with workers from Michael Reese Hosand your job. It's common sense to join the United pital who have not been paid for three months. We_
Taxidrivers Community Council.
will hold a press conference at City Hall to demand
that these workers are paid immediately.
If you warit to solve the problem oflimousines
stealing your fares from hotels, then you have to
We are involved in social work, and defendjoin. If you ~ant to solve the problem of the unjust ing the rights of all kinds of workers. You should
and unconstitutional process going on at 400 W Su- be proud of this organization. It's a human rights
perior, the I).angaroo Court, then you have to join.
organization and it works for the drivers. It's the
If you need to solve the problems with authorities
only organization that represents the drivers.
that are abusing the drivers at O'Hare or anywhere
If the City Hall does not respond positively to
else, then you have to join. You have to join a
our demands of a 16% fare increase and a seat at
the table to negotiate with
community, an organization
to represent you and to be
the city and reform the instrong with your participadustry, then we have to take
tion. This organization
action. That action will be
will defend you. We have
a 24-hour strike, followed
a brochure that will specify
by a rush hour strike from 4
to 7 in the evening.
all the benefits you will get
ifyoujoin.
We need your support. When we say strike,
This includes a bond
you have to strike, and you
card, so you don't lose your
will have to make a sacrilicense if you get a ticket,
a safety placard, and a free
fice. You have to suffer to
T-shirt. We are working
reform the industry and to
hard to ensure that you will
correct these problems. We
recieve term life insurance and dismemberment
ask you, please save money. If you save $8 a day,
insurance f?r your famiiy and legal representation
it will be enough for you to cover your lease, -¥Our
with reasonable fees in the future. You will receive food, and expenses that day. You are not going
all these benefits and more if you become a memto suffer if you protect yourself and save $8 a day
ber. Ifyoujoin before the end ofthe year, you pay before the strike.
only $60 for this year and next year. Your memberWhen we strike, you will be notified by text
message,
phone, email, flyers, and people staging
ship will last until the end of2009. If you join after
important locations downtown, such as hotels, train
January 2009, then you pay $100 for one year, so
it's very reasonable. It's common sense that you
stations, and airports. Large yellow flags will be
save $40 ifyoujoin now.
flying at these key locations.
It's your life and your job to protect and you
When you get the signal, you have to strike to
cannot do it alone. We are overwhelmed with
defend your existence and your job. This is a comunjust and unfair treatment. So many bad things
mon sense action to take. We hope that we will
happen to drivers. The other day, a guy told me,
succeed in representing ourselves and having a seat
"I just received ten tjckets at O'Hare." Ten tickat the table to negotiate and reform the taxi industry
ets! He came crying to me, saying "What should
in the Chic~go area.
I
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Incident Report form:
What it is and how to ·use it!
Chicago Cabdrivers!
We in the UTCC have been working hard to
organize a successful strike to have our demands
met. You may be asking yourselves, what are our
demands?
First, we want a fair fare increase on the meter, which even the Sun Times came out recently
in favor of our request. We also want a biennial
review (every two years) of the cost of driving
by an independent body, which can recommend
changes in fare, depending on what the conditions
are at that time:
Second, we are demanding a freeze on lease rates and investigation of illegal lease practices.
Finally, we want restoration of meter and a half to
Skokie, Burbank and Elk Grove Village.
We came up with these demands by surveying
drivers and holding meetings with Strike Team.
We also; narrowed down some reasonable
and re.
alizable demands we felt we could negotiate with
the City of Chicago about. A brief history about
our demands for a fare increase follows below.
As we continued to organize a successful
strike, we went through several stages. First, we
had to be confident that drivers were in favor of a
strike, and would pledge to suwort it by staying
home for at least one day (if not longer!).
We asked drivers to fill out pledge cards with
their contact information so we could inform everyone when we decided to take action. We found
that not only did 95% of drivers we surveyed
support a strike, and pledged to honor it, many
drivers wanted to strike for more than one day! It
is clear that there is dissatisfaction among drivers
about working conditions.
We also carried out our petition drive to
demand a City Council hearing about a fare increase.Finally we had to decide if we had enough
leadership and commitment among our many
driver communities to bring picketers and bodies
to a demonstration and rally Downtown on the
day of the strike.
We are still working on two main components
of what it will take to call a successful strike: 1.
We need drivers to volunteer to help reach out to
drivers who only work in the daytime, in Downtown, and gain their support; 2. We need driver
community leaders to volunteer to bring bodies of
drivers to downtown Q.ickets and rallies on the day
of the strike. Without these two crucial components to our strike organizing plans, we won't be
able to call a successful strike.
Please contact us to find out about our next
Strike Team meeting or if you want to volunteer,
where you can plug into the plans. We won't be
able to do it without you, Chicago Cabdrivers!

a

We members of the UTCC have been working hard
to address the many serious issues facing our Chicago
cabdriver/worker community here in Chicago.
To be a cabdriv.er in the City of Chicago means to
be exposed to many kinds of indignities, injustices and
even illegal acts on a daily basis from many sources.
These can come from various City of Chicago employees (such as safety inspection officials or DCS officers),
hotel doormen, airport starters, or even random traffic
aides or passengers. They can·come in many different
types of"incidents," and it is sometimes hard to lump
them Wlder one category.
We decided that we should create this "Incident
Report Form" in order to collect the many examples
of interactions between cabdrivers and City authorities
(and various other persons) that we felt were' unfair,
unjust, or illegal.
Once we collect the many hundreds of reports that
we expect we will, we can initiate a process to file collective complaints with the City on a weekly basis. We ·
feel this will be a much more effective zype of collec-

UTCC

tive action than each individual driver taking her or his
valuable time to complain on their own.
How it works : when you are working in your job
as a cabdriver, and something happens that you feel
violates yotir rights or your dignity as a human being,
such as an unjust order, or rude speech, or perhaps a
possible bribery ofa hotel doorman by another driver
(whether taxi, limo or Airport Express), take the time
to fill out this "Incident Report Form" with all the information, and turn it in to our organization, the UTCC.
Once we start to collect these forms, we can analyze
them, categorize them into types, and it will better
inform us as to how to take collective action to address
the issues to make our jobs a better place to work.
Please take these Incident Report Forms seriously,
tell all your friends, and make the effort to fill them out
when you are the victim of incidents you believe to be ·
unfair or unjust. The form is very comprehensive, asking you to document everything from unfair tickets, to
' hate speech' or comment~ made to insult your ethnicity, religion or skin color.

6124 N MILWAUKEE, STE.. 12, CHICAGO, IL 60646
E-MAIL: INFO@GOUTCC.ORG
PHONE: (773) 774 UTCC
WWW.GOUTCC.ORG

UNITED TAX/DRIVERS COMMUNITY COUNCIL

...

First Name:

1

Middle Name:

Last Name:

Current .address:
· State:

City:

Male

Female

(Please circle)

e-mail:

Chauffeur No:

ZIP Code:
Home Phone:
Cell Phone:

0 Passanger 0 Department of Consumer Services Official 0 Chicago Police Department 0 Department of Aviation
0 Affiliation Employee 0 Mechanic 0 Hotel Doorman 0 Limo Driver 0 Other (Specify: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __/

Place:
Were any of the following contacted:
Police:
Yes D No D
Lawyer (Contact:
): Yes D No D
lJTCC or AFSC or Other Cab Driver: Yes D No D

Police Report No (If applicable):

Please describe briefly with detailed information what happened including site where the incident occurred, nature of
incident, and details of how and precisely where the incident took place.

CLARIFICATION: DEMANDS & IDSTORY
-Earlier this year, we analyzed the statistics of
driving a cab and settled on an increase of 16%,
one that would not hurt our passengers too much,
but would add a significant amount to our paychecks at the end of the day. We know some of
you think it's too much, some think it's too little,
but we also agree that the g~s surcharge is not fair
and does not to add to our income.
The petition last year was for a 25% fare
increase, which at the time many considered to
CONT. ON PAGE 5

-.

I authorize the verification of the information provided on this form and I hereby declare the foregoing information to be true.

*

American Friends Service Committee, Community Ally
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drive launched
ship ranks, and vowing,to promote membership in the UTCC
in their ~espective communities.
Chicago Cabdrivers! We
have dreamed of this day, and
have been working towards it all
year long, and finally we have
succeeded in getting all of our
paperwork submitted to the governmental authorities (the State
of Illinois, the Federal Government, and the IRS) to become a
legal not-for-profit entity.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE
cent drop, followed by a
total experation of the gas
surcharge, effective Nov
1. Drivers say, "enough is
enough!"
"We refuse to be subjected to this roller coaster.
We said it before, at the
hearing [in April], that the_
surcharge will never be a
solution to our dilemma
because not only is the
price of gas g9ing up, the
cost of living is also going
up and -w e have not had
permanent relief." says
Fayez Khozindar, Chair
ofUTCC. "Therefore, we
are demanding a 16% fare

What does this mean, you
ask? It means we are accountable to our own internal structural principles and pledges, and
to our public pledges to you, our
constituency and membership.
We are also legally accountable to the public regarding
transparency about our democratic voting procedures, our
constitution and by-laws, and
our annual financial statements.
These documents are legally

TOP: Close up ofthe 255-foot"red carpet" of 1300 petitions, which
streched all the way from Daley office to the statue which stands at
the other end of the hall.
RIGHT: Fayez Khozindar, UTCC chair addresses ABC and NBC
reporters as other UTCC leadership look on
BOTTOM· Ron Florence, UTCC spokesperson addresses pointed
questions from reporters at the press conference

0Imi~14M :JJ:I-1 :11
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RON FLORENCE

RAJA KHAN

VAll MIFTARI
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and maintenance costs, taxi
16% fare increase."
drivers are instead·demandAnother key reform
drivers are demanding is a
ing a permanent 16% fare
biennial (every two years)
mcrease.
review of rates of fare,
United Taxidrivers
Community Council is
based upon cost of living
represented by its general
and cost of driving, and
incremental fare increases
counsel, Burgess Law Ofon the basis of the findings. fice, PC., in negotiations
with the City of Chicago
Other key reforms are
a freeze of lease rates &
over the fare increase.
investigation of illegal leasOn October 1st, cabing practices, restoration of drivers had submitted
meter & half rates to Skok- petitions from rnore than
ie, Burbank & Elk Grove
· 1300 cabdrivers, initiating
Village and moratorium
a legally-binding process
on the issuing of new methat will lead to hearings at
dallions. With skyrocketing City Hall within 60 days.
(MCC 9-112-SlQ(c)). This
fuel costs, costs of living,

.

a

pcm :JIJi i 4:13

Only the following six _persons have been
authorized to accept UTCC dues payements.

or

1
increase. If the city doesn't
act_.. we will! "
Drivers will announce a strike at a rally
and press conference to
be held in front of the
Thompson Center building at Clark & Randolph
at on November 25. Cabdrivers will be offered a
ride to the rally in front
of Zaiqa Restaurant at
lpm SHARP.
"We need a seat at the
table, not table scraps."
says Peter Enger, UTCC
secretary. "It's time for the
City of Chicago to give us
what we need and that's a

s

required to be made available to
any member who wishes to:see
what is done with the membership funds. We in the UTCC
believe the People (that's YOU
and ME and ALL OF US TOGETHER) can make a difference in our own lives and living
conditions. We only need to
come together to demand better
treatment.
Social movements for huCONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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process gives the city until
December 3 to schedule .
a hearing where a fare
increase will be considered.

WANTTOGET
INVOLVED IN
BUILDING FOR
THE RALLY AND
THE STRIKE?
CALLUSAT .
773-774-UTCC!
LOOK FOR UTCC
ORGANIZERS WITH
YELLOW FLAGS IN
THEIR WINDOWS!

~----~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ~
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Membership
drive launched
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4
man rights past and present prove
that this is possible, given leadership, unity and cooperatio_n among
the population. In every conversation we have had with you Chicago
cabdrivers you have agreed with
this position.
We must only remember that
every union th!it exists in the world

What does this mean, you ask?
It means we are accountable
to our own internal structural
principles and pledges, and to
our public pledges to you, our
constituency and membership.
today had to overcome some of the
same problems that we cabdrivers
face today in Chicago. There are
forces arrayed against us achieving our goals, including pessimism
and cynicism in our own cabdriver
community.
We in the DTCC are determined and dedicated to overcoming
our obstacles, and we are every bit
as confident that we will succeed
in meeting our goals once we all
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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Civil remedies for cabdrivers
to pursue without a lawyer
By DonaldS. Nathan, Esq.

Workers Compensation
Surprisingly enough, a recovcan be made at the Iltinois
Workers Compensation Commission without the help of a lawyer,
although it is unlikely that a cabdriver on his or her own is going
to do well.
The basics can be found on
the web page of the IWCC, and
if a cabdriver is without internet
access or savvy, he or she can to
the same State of Illinois Building
to the 8th floor to get pamphlets
and all kinds of help from the staff
who are fantastically helpful.
The pamphlets are printed up
in simple language, and the way
the law is set up, it is possible to .
figure out what kind of rate you
can expect to use to calculate what
is coming to you.
Cabdrivers usually have problems come over the questions of
whether they are independent contractors or employees and whether
they have reported income so

ery

as to be able to make a workers
temporarily disabled and dependcompensation claim for anything
. ing on the nature and extent of his
above the minimum rate.
or her injury, a multiple of $300
Obviously a cabdriver who
per week for permanent disability.
reports no income is going to have The arbitrators are very cautious
about not letting an unrepresented
to face the consequence under
the Workers Compensation Act
person be brutalized, so if you go
as he does under the Crime Vicit alone, you can expect at least a
tims Compensation Act. Under
little protection from your judge.
Of course, writing as an attorney, I would never encourage
anyone to go to a court without
someone schooled in the law at
his or her side. This is especially
so the case for anyone who has
difficulty speaking for himself or
herself. But so many cabdrivers
are able to do just as well at expressing themselves as do lawyers.
In fact, my experience with
the CVCA, he gets nothing at all _ so many of the lawyers who have
for loss of wages. But under the
worked for me over the years has
been that so many of my cabdriver
IWCA, he gets the minimum rate
which varies depending on when
clients have been more capable
the injury may have taken place.
with the English language than
It is not too· generous.
they were. Some of the sugges- . .
If a driver reports sbmething
tions above might help toward that
in the area of $25,000 per year,
end.
that driver is going to be able to be
paid about $330 per week while

Strike organizing update
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
increase" and a "gas surbe too much. Now some
to be a hearing within 60
days of a petition being
charge". They are called
of those same-people are
saying 16% is too little.
filed. The last time this
two different things!
We wish that journalConsidering the cost of
happened was in Auliving has risen since we
gust 2007, over a year
ists covering this story
started our petition, we
·ago, which resulted in a
would do their job a little
tend to agree. But what's
Transportation Commitbetter and read, research
done is done. The petition tee hearing in October
and fact check a little
· more diligently. Isn't that
has been filed and now we 2007. In addition, there
are waiting to hear when
is no rule that states the
what journalists are supthe Transportation ComTransportation Committee posed to do?
However, it still remittee will hold a hearing could not hold a meeting
every week about taxicab mains to be seen whether
about the fare increase.
L"et me clarify some
fares if it wanted. The rule the Transportation Comof the misleading points
only applies to a hearing
mittee will also interpret
you all may have been
in response to a petition
the m:dinance according
hearing about in the
filed by the drivers.
to the rules of logic and
media:
English comprehension or
follow along with Com2. The Commissioner
has also claimed that the missioner Reyes' errone:.
1. Commissioner Reyes
Transportation Comous statements. We may
has stated that we
mittee
hearing
we
had
in
have to take this case to
cannot have a hearing
about the taxicab rates
April of this year was a
a judge for declariaory
judgement.
until March 2009 be"fare increase hearing"
As·we have stated
cause we already had a
and falls into the first
many times before, we
argument.
hearing last April, and
we can't have more than This is not true. The hear- would rather not strike
ing in April concerned
if we don't have to. It's
one hearing in a year.
a lot of work, and we're
the proposal to add a
The Ordinance section
-tired. It hurts us drivers,
· that Commissioner Reyes temporary gas surcharge
hurts our passengers and
to our taximeter. It had .
is referring to clearly
states that this "once a
nothing to do with a "fare makes it difficult to have
year" rule only pertains
a decent relationship with
·increase". The City Ordithe
City. But if our deto the drivers ' being able
nance, reproduced in this
newsletter, makes a dismands are not met, on to
to petition once a year. It
tinction between a "fare
the strike!
also says that there has

' -

,t

LEFT_;,_ UTCC. ! _
Vice-Chair
Steve Kim rolls
out the "red
carpet" to
negotiations for
Mayor Daley.
The "carpet"
was over 250
feet long and
spanned the
length of the
hallway outside
Daley s office.
It was composed ofpetitions representing over_! ~00
drivers ..

In case of an accident ot illness we have
selected insurance policies that will pay
cash benefit's directly to you regardless of
any other insurance you may have.

Make the secured choice today... for
tomorrow's peace of mind. Call Your Independent Agent Ebonie Caldwell .t oday
@ 888-272-8136
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EDITORIAL:

•

Ul
By Peter
Ali Enger,
UTCC
Voice
Editor

Chi~ag_o Cabdrivers! My brothers and
sisters from many
nations! We in the
United Taxidrivers
Community Council
have been hard at
work to position our
organization of cabdrivers here in Chicago to affect positive
social change for our
working, driving and
living conditions. We
have registered with
State and Federal
authorities.
We have worked
hard to reach out to
the many cabdriver
communities from
many nations who
make up our industry

•

1n
here in Chicago.·
We have reached
out to governmental
authorities here in
Chicago to achieve
working,.respectful
and collaborative relationships with them to
achieve our aims and
address our issues.
And lastly, but not
least; we have reached
out to other cabdriver
organizations around
the country to form
valuable relationships
with drivers in other
cities.
In all social movements to achieve social change, building
partnerships with likeminded organizations
and those with similar

. OCT/NOV 2008
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a 1ances
bad experience with
an individual worker
seem to taint and condition and prejudice
a person against the
whole workforce.
We hear it over
and over again, in
hearings, in the media,
and sometimes from
our passengers. "l got
in a cab and it was
dirty. I got in a cab
and it smelled. I got
in a cab and the driver
was on the cell phone.
I got in a cab and he
didn't know the way.
So all cabdrivers are /
dirty, they smell, they
are on the phone, they
don't know the way,
and they all need to
be fined and reformed
.

ready has a higher per
capita number of taxis
than any other city in
the US, this would,be
an absolute disaster.
Here, cabdrivers, as
well as South-Siders
share a common interest, and so by building
a coalition with them,
we are now united
by the bonds -of our
struggle·.
Another example
of coalition building work deals with
building alliances
with workers who are
similarly classified as
taxicab drivers- " contin_gent workers", or
workers who do not
fall clearly within the-traditional categories of employees or
"Our vision is a city in which all Chicago- independent contractors. An example of
ans stand arm to arm with cabdrivers in soli- this
type of worker
darity! · We are working hard to make . this _ is a day laborer, who
stand at a comer
happen through working in coalitions." may
to be picked.up by a
different construction
company everyday,
beliefs and goals is
and regulated even
munity Organization,
crucial to ultimate
more."
with little control over
amongst other partThis is not loginers. UTCC 's comsuccess. We h'ave seen
his pay or his hours.
this feature of movecal, it is unfair, it is
munity ally, AFSC, a
We have been at
ments worldwide in
discriminatory and
founding member of
the table with "Workhistory over and over
prejudiced, and no
the Grassroots Colers Centers" who are
again.
other workforce is
laborative has made
organizing day laborseen this way. If a
ers and other such
The UTCC has
this partnership posalways been aware
plumber came to
sible. This coalition
contingent workers,
that we will need a
your house and he
is composed primar- - who are mostly imbroad base of support
migrants. One of
smelled, would you
ily of south and west
in the wider society in call up the City or the
side groups which
these type of organiorder to achieve our
plumber's union and
are located in the
zations is the Chicago
Interfaith Committee
neighborhoods which
goals. Cabdrivers in
say that all plumbers
on Workers' Issues
general have a strange smell and they should will be most affected
who is working with
by Olympic-related
and unique position
all be fined and the
. developments.
mechanics at Chicago
in the lower class of
industry regulated
esteem as seen oy the
and reformed so they
History tells us
Carriage Cab Compagovernment and the
all have to take baths
that cities which have ny to help them secure
people. In no_other
overtime wages.
every day and prove
hosted the Olymworkforce does one
it to do their jobs? Of pies in the past hav.e
The table at which
course not! The idea is left behind w~rking
we meet these of
ridiculous!
people who live in
groups is the AFLCIO's nationwide
neighborhoods near
So why do people
initiative to build
see cabdrivers this
these developments.
solidarity
with Workway? What we need to Cabdrivers, too, have
ers' Centers and other
do is to work on imbeen left behind as ·
proving public percep- cities have sometimes non-unionized contingent workers, like taxi
tion of cabdrivers, to
been flooded with
drivers. In cities such
humanize us. And we
medallions to meet
as New York, this has
also need to do a bet.demand during the
led to the affiliation
ter job of reaching out Olympics.
Cities are generof the New York Taxi
to our riding publi~
to provide better and
ally left with more
Workers ' Alliance
(NYTWA) with the
more personal service, taxis than are needed
to humanize ourselves after the Olympics are city's Central Labor
in their eyes.
over. As Chicago alCONT. ON PAGE 7

..

Our vision is a city
in which all Chicagoans stand arm to
arm with cabdrivers
in solidarity! We are
working hard to make this happen through
working in coalitions. We are currently involved in two
coalitions- The first is
Communities for Equitable Olympics 2016
(CEO 2016), a coalition which is fighting
for a legally binding
Community Benefits
Agreement tied to
Chicago's Olympic
bid.
CEO 2016 is lead
by the Grassroots Collaborative and Kenwood Oakland Com-
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UNITED TAXI DRIVERS COMMUNITY (OUNCIL
CONVENTION CALENDAR

1119-11/13/08
1119 -11/13/08
11/11 -11/13/08
11112 - 11114/08
11112 - 11115/08
11/12 - 11115/08
ll/13 - 11/14/08
11/13 - 11/17/08
11/14- 11/15/08
11/16- 11122/08
11116 - 11120/08
11120 - 11122/08
11120- 11/21/08
11121 - 11/23/08
11/22 - 11123/08
11126- 11/29/08
11128 - 11128/08
11130- 12/5/08
12/5 - 12/6/08
12/6- 12/9/08
1217 - 12/9/08
12/9- 12/11108

(NoH~mber-December)

PROCESS EXPO 08
McCormick Place West
PACK EXPO International 08
McCormick Place
Expo 08 - 24th Annual Futures & Options Expo
Hyatt Regency Chi
American Medical Association - CPT/RBRVS Joint Symposium Hyatt Regency Chi
American Head & Neck Cancer Symposium
Chi Marriott Downtown Mag Mile
International Society for Traumatic Stress Studies
Palmer House Hilton
Association ofLitigation Support Professionals
Hyatt Regency McCormick Place
. Hilton Chi
49th ·A nnual Meeting of the Psychonomic Society
AAPD Symposium on Trauma
Westin Chi River North
NAWDP's National Youth Development Symposium
Sheraton Chi Hotel & Towers
Team Canada Atlantic - Mission to Chi
InterContinentaL Chi
ASHAAnnual
McCormick Place West
PMA Law Conference
Chi Marriott Downtown Mag Mile
IASB-IASA-IASBO Joint Annual Conference
Hyatt Regency Chi
Chi Toy & Game Fair
Navy Pier
Midwest Missionary Baptist Youth Conference Annual Session
Radisson Hotel at Star Plaza
95th Annual Tree Lighting Ceremony
Daley Center Plaza
RSNA 94th Scientific Assembly and Annual Meeting
McCormick Place
Am. Assn of Oral!Maxillo Surgeons- Dental Implant Conf/Exbtn Sheraton Chi Hotel & Towers
Hyatt Regency Chi
Illinois Agricultural Association - Amiual
DTN Ag Summit 08
Chi Marriott Downtown Mag Mile
Hyatt Regency Chi
ASTA Corn & Sorghum Seed Soybean Seed Expo

.
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Building alliances

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6
yers Committee for Civil
Council. While NYTWA and will lead UTCC's
is operating as a 501(c)3
legal team.
Rights Under Law.
charitable non-profit .
There
are
so
many
We in the UTCC are
rather than a traditional
more examples: The
looking forward to form
Interfaith Housing Center broader based alliances
union, they have been
welcomed, while keeping of the Northern Suburbs
with like-minded socially
progressive organizations
their structure and leader- was a key ally to help
in the future. Workship intact.
us secure a victory in
Skokie's taxi parking ban ers groups, progressive
In Chicago, we have
issue, after threatened
citizens groups, neighalready seen the process
borhood organizations,
of building solidarity bear Housing Discrimination
complaints. The Stanley .environmentalists, healthfruits: At one of these
care reformers, educameetings we met Laurie
Shen case, which was
tion reformers- the more
Burgess, a seasoned labor one of toe first tests of a
lawyer who serves on the new law that raised the
· allies we have in all of
our struggles for civil and
AFL-CIO Labor Lawyer
penalty of attacking cabdrivers
to
a
felony,
also
human rights, the more
Coordinating Committee.
saw victory greatly due .
likely we will all achieve
Burgess has become a
success for our endeavors
tireless ally for our cause, to the involvement of the
sooner.
and has signed on as Gen- Asian American Institute
and the Chicago Laweral Counsel of UTCC,

Delegates: 75000
Delegates: 45000
Delegates: 4000
Delegates: 1300
Delegates: 1000
Delegates: 1300
Delegates: 300
Delegates: 1600
Delegates: 400
Delegates: 900
Delegates: 450
Delegates: 13000
Delegates: 425
Delegates: 12500
Delegates: 700
Delegates:
Delegates:
Delegates:
Delegates:
Delegates:

60000
1500
1800
500
2000

To . my fellow
African Drivers
ago, lik~ many other African
drivers. We·told ourselves
that after college we would
stop driving.
However, after college we
still drive. After getting a job,
we drove and aft_e r being laid
off from work, we drove.
There is nothing wrong
with being a cab driver. It's
like any other job. The only
thing wrong about being a
cab driver is not enjoying
the benefits we all deserve,
like earning a good living
wag~, improving our working conditions, improving our
rights to respect and dignity,
safe working conditions and
health benefits.

We can accomplish all of
this ifwe, the drivers, have
representation in one form or
another.
Remember, my fellow
drivers, "Rome was not built
in a day" and in addition. "a
thousand miles of journey
start with one step." My fellow African drivers,."this is
it."
Let's make it happen.
United Taxidrivers Community Council will be giving
out Registration forms · ~oon.
Please fill it out and send it in.
Thanks- See you on the streets,
Paul Archibong

ISLAMIC PRAYER TIMINGS (Nov-Dec 2008)
Date

Day

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
Dec 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Tue
5:25
Wed
5:26
Thu
5:27
Fri
5:28
5:29
Sat
Sun
5:29
5:31
Mon
Tue
5:32
Wed
5:33
Thu - 5:34
5:35
Fri
Sat
5:36
Sun
5:37
Mon
5:37
5:38
Tue
Wed
5:39
Thu
5:40
5:41
Fri
Sat
5:42
Sun
5:43
Mon .5:43
Tue
5:44
5:45
Wed
Thu
5:46
5:46
Fri

Fajr

Sunrise Dhubr

Asr

Magbrib

Ish a

6:44
6:45
6:46
6:47
6:49
6:49
6:51
6:52
6:53
6:54
6:55
6:56
6:58
6:59
7:00
7:01
7:02
7:03
7:04
7:05
7:05
7:06
7:07
7:08
7:09

2:07
2:06
2:06
2:05
2:05
2:05
2:04
2:03
2:03
2:03
2:02
2:02
2:02
2:02
2:02
2:02
2:02
2:02
2:02
2:02
2:02
2:02
2:02
2:02
2:02

4:27
4:27
4:26
4:25
4:25
4:25
4:23
4:23
4:23
4:22
4:22
4:21
4:21
4:21
4:20
4:20
4:20
4:20
4:20
4:20
4:20
4:20
4:20
4:20
4:20

5:48
5:47
5:47
5:46
5:46
5:46
5:45
5:45
5:44
5:44
5:44
5:43
5:43
5:43
5:43
5:43
5:43
5:43
5:43
5:43
5:43
5:43
5:43
5:43
5:44

11:36
11:37
11 :37
11:3 7.
11:37
11:37
11:38
11:38
11:38
11:39
11:39
11:40
11:40
ll:40
11:41
11:41
11:41
11:42
11:42
11:43
11:43
· 11:44
11:44
11:45
11:45

~
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GAME TIMINGS (CHICAGO BEARS AND CHICAGO BULLS)
Chicago Bulls Home Games (United C~oter)
Date
Start
Teams Playing End Time
12/2/08
12/6/08
12/9/08
12/13/08

4 T2 S. Wcltt, :!"d floc><
~~1;{;607

881Ull513c;M$:l12440.4067fo>c

7:30PM
7:30PM
7:30PM
7:30PM

76ers@ Bulls
Wizards @Bulls
Knicks @ Bulls
Nets @ Bulls

10:30 PM
10:30 PM
10:30 PM
10:30 PM

E~C~....M.x.com

.J'.ac.rom

E~MAIL: JNFO GOUTCC.ORG

PHONE: (n3) 774 UTCC
WWW.GOUTCC.ORG

UNITED TAX/DRIVERS COMMUNITY COUNCIL

FARE INCREAS-E!
TELL.:l .HE CITY OF CHICAGO THAT I-T'S
· ,· EITHER HIKE OR STRIKE!
.

.OU·RDEMANDS:
.f 16°/o Fare Increase
.f Freeze of the·Lease Rates &enforcement of lawful leasing
~& practices

.·.. . .
:t Restor3tion of Meter &Half rates to Skokie, Burbank & Elk
Grove Village

I

l

12/7/08 !2:00PM Jaguars at Bears
12111/08 7: 15PM. Saints at Bears
12/22/08 7:30PM Packers at Bears

3:30PM
I 0:30PM
ll:OOPM

Memb _e rship
drive launched
PO BOX 10877, CHICAGO, IL 60610

,.

Date

Chicago Bears Home Games
(Soldier Field)
Start
Teams Playing End Time

.; Moratorium on.issuing of new meda_Ilions

American Friends Service Committee, Community Ally

· CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
come together in unity.
Our core Steering Committee
members are busy handing out our
membership materials, our brochure
and applications, which outline our
work, our vision, and the benefits of
organizing. We will be providing material benefits, as all unions do, including a bond card, with term life insurance kicking in on~e we get enough
members to get the best rates from the.
insurance company.
The main benefits of membership
in the UTCC are the social and political benefits of coming together in unity
to struggle together as a movement of
cabdrivers who are finally standing up
for our human rights, and demanding
respect and dignity. We can achieve
this sense of community by vowing to
work together to address our common
complaints and work towards solutions
to them with the proper authorities.
As an added incentive, a discount
membership of $60 is available until
Dec. 31st,. and is good for membership
until the end of 2009. The prict? will
go up on Jan. 1st to $100 for the yearly
membership.
The day has finally come when
Chicago will join the major cities in
the United States that have a worker's
organization in the taxi industry, such
as New York, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, San Francisco, and others. We
hope that we can become a model of
organizing in our industry, both in
methods and in principles of unity and
structure.
Otir membership drive is being
carried out by core members ofour
Steering Committee. We have had to
revise our membership policies for
collection of dues in order to overcome
some logistical problems. The revised
policies are as follows: .
There are six designated collectors- Fayez Khozindar, Peter Enger,
Vait Miftari, Raj a L Kh~m, Steve Kim
& Ron Florence who are pictured on
Page 4 . Another change that we have
made is to allow for a minimum partial
payment of $20, giving you the opportunity to contribute the remaining $40
within 2 months.
Please join us in celebrating this
historic moment in the Chicago Taxi
Industry by seeking out our organizers and joining the United Taxidrivers
Community Council. You may call
773-774-UTCC with any questions or
to locate us to pick up applications and
pay your dues. ~
It.h as been a lot of hard work, but
we are proud and happy to say we have
accomplished it!

